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Abstract

We study the market outcome that evolves in the long-run when price-setting firms, that

compete in a differentiated market, are driven by an imitation dynamic. We find that

the prices that can evolve in the long-run depend on the level of market differentiation

and on the degree of oversight firms have on market decisions and outcomes. The unique

symmetric pure Nash equilibrium price is always supported in the long-run, and it is the

unique long-run market outcome for high and low levels of differentiation, when there

is no oversight or even with limited oversight on market decisions and outcomes. For

intermediate levels of differentiation, in addition to the Nash equilibrium price, there is

a set of prices that may emerge in the long-run: while these other prices are below Nash

equilibrium price when there is (almost) no oversight on market performances, they are

above Nash equilibrium price when the oversight on market performances is more acute.
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1 Introduction

In a seminal paper, Alchian (1950) suggests that profit maximisation may not be an accurate

description of firm behavior, partly because it requires full information on the market struc-

ture, with precise knowledge of the demand curve being a prime example. Instead, Alchian

argues that relative performance (or relative profit) may be a more realistic driver of firm

behaviour. Assuming that firms are indeed motivated by relative profit, we posit that firms

imitate the most profitable firm and investigate the market outcome that prevails in the

long-run when such firms compete in prices in a differentiated market.1

In our model, a finite number of firms, that produce with constant marginal cost, are

located equidistantly on a unit circle and compete for the consumers that are uniformly

distributed over the circumference of the circle (a la Salop, 1979). We assume that firms

follow an imitation dynamic, meaning that they imitate the price of the most profitable firm

they observe. This leads to an absorbing state where all firms choose the same price, where

the price depends on the initial conditions. We select amongst the absorbing states that this

process may lead to on the basis of stochastic stability. Assuming that firms occasionally

experiment with random prices enables the process to move from one absorbing state (of the

imitation process without experimentations) to another. The states that are in the support

of the invariant distribution of the resulting (Markov) process when the experimentation

probability vanishes are relatively more difficult to transit from and easier to get in to; these

will be more visible in the long run and we call them the stochastically stable states.

The unique symmetric pure Nash equilibrium price, which is a function of the level of

market differentiation, serves as the benchmark for comparison of the (set of) prices that are

supported in the long-run. In the Nash equilibrium, in a “highly” differentiated market, each

firm chooses the monopoly price – a manifestation of the market power held by firms. In a

“moderately” differentiated market, each firm chooses a “mutually non-aggressive” price that

leaves no surplus for the marginal consumers. Finally, in a market with “low” differentiation,

each firm prices at a mark-up above marginal cost, and this mark-up varies directly with the

extent of market differentiation and inversely with the number of firms.

For the situation where there is no oversight on market outcomes, firms observe prices

and profits of all other firms in the market (and imitation is based on complete observability),

we find that when the level of market differentiation is high-enough or low-enough, the long-

run stochastically stable outcome corresponds exactly with the (above) Nash equilibrium

state. However, for an in-between range of differentiation, the set of stochastically stable

1Adoption of industry best practices serve as an example of imitative behaviour. In the academic literature,
Huck et al. (1999), Offerman et al. (2002) and Apesteguia et al. (2007), amongst others, find experimental
evidence of imitative firm behaviour on provision of feedback on strategies and profits.
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states contains, in addition to the Nash equilibrium state, a set of other states where the

price chosen by the firms is lower than the Nash equilibrium price. Summarily, the Nash

equilibrium is always supported as a long-run outcome, but it is the unique long-run outcome

only when the market differentiation is high-enough or low-enough.

We investigate the robustness of the results obtained under complete observability when

there is some oversight on market outcomes. We find that the results hold in toto when unob-

servability is minimal, i.e. when each firm may not observe at most one other firm. Next, we

further limit observability of firms by considering an observability network where each firm

observes all neighbours within a given distance, subject to an upper bound and a lower bound

on this distance.2 We find that: (i) if the Nash equilibrium state is the unique stochastically

stable state under complete observability (i.e. when market differentiation is high-enough or

low-enough), the same holds under the assumed observability network, (ii) in addition, with

the assumed observability network, the Nash equilibrium state is also uniquely stochastically

stable for a range of market differentiation where this is not the case for complete observ-

ability3, and (iii) for the remaining in-between range of market differentiation, the set of

stochastically stable states contains the Nash equilibrium state, but now, in contrast to the

complete observability situation, the price in the other states belonging to the stochastically

stable set is higher than the Nash equilibrium price. These results firstly suggest the robust-

ness of the Nash equilibrium state in an imitation based evolutionary model. Secondly, they

imply that firms may benefit from having limited oversight on the market they are operating

in, and that behaviour that may appear to be collusive may be actually generated by oversight

on market outcomes.

This paper contributes to the existing literature on firm behaviour based on weaker in-

formational assumptions in general, and imitation led firm behaviour in particular. In an

influential paper, Vega-Redondo (1997) shows that the Walrasian equilibrium emerges as the

unique long-run equilibrium when quantity-setting firms in a homogeneous market imitate

the most profitable firm. This is extended by Tanaka (1999) to the case of asymmetric cost

oligopolies: with two groups of firms, low cost and high cost, the stochastically stable state

under imitation corresponds to the Walrasian output in each group of firms. On the other

hand, Alós-Ferrer, Ania and Schenk-Hoppé (2000) study imitation by price-competing firms

with decreasing returns to scale technology in a homogenous market and find that the long-run

equilibrium supports a strict subset of the Nash equilibrium.

The focus on differentiated markets in our paper complements Tanaka (2000, 2001), which

show that stochastically stable behaviour under price or quantity imitation coincides with the

2The upper bound on the distance is necessitated by the minimal unobservability result referred to earlier.
3That is, states with prices lower than the Nash equilibrium that were found to in the stochastically stable

set under complete observability are no longer so under the observability network.
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unique finite-population evolutionary stable strategy in symmetrically differentiated oligopoly

markets with a linear demand function, even when firms are asymmetric with respect to the

cost of production. We contribute to this branch of the literature by the emphasis on spatial

differentiation that captures the principle that a particular firm may be relatively more af-

fected by the strategy of a subset of firms. This nuance is not captured in the differentiated

market structure used in the earlier papers, but is conveniently encapsulated by the Salop

circle – a firm is more affected by, and in turn affects to a greater extent, the immediately

neighbouring firms. Our paper is most related to Khan and Peeters (2015), which analy-

ses the long-run equilibrium under imitation in such a spatially differentiated market with

firms setting both price and quantity, and finds that the stochastically stable state coincides

uniquely with the Nash equilibrium. We postpone a comparative discussion of the current

paper and Khan and Peeters (2015) to the concluding section.

In the next section we present the basic model. Subsequently, in Section 3, we present

the Nash equilibrium outcome, the long-run outcome under complete observability, and the

long-run outcome under incomplete observability. The main propositions are followed by

the guiding intuitions that are structured by means of a series of remarks; formal proofs are

presented in the (lengthy) appendix. In Section 4, we close with a short discussion.

2 Model

Let n firms, with n ≥ 7, be located equidistantly on a (Salop) circle of unit circumference.4

These firms choose their own price simultaneously and meet the demand that results from the

profile of chosen prices by producing at constant marginal cost c. Consumers are distributed

uniformly along the circumference. Each consumer observes the prices announced by the firms

and purchases at most one unit of the good. The gross utility received on purchase equals β,

and a linear transportation cost of τ per unit distance of distance traveled is incurred. The net

utility of a purchase is the gross utility (β) less the price set by, and the transportation cost

to, the chosen firm, with the reservation utility of abstinence normalised to 0. A consumer

maximises utility and purchases only if the net utility from doing so is at least 0, in which

case, the firm providing the highest (non-negative) net utility is chosen.5

We follow Apesteguia and Selten (2005) and Khan and Peeters (2015) in describing the

4Even though this assumption is guided by our motivation to study a differentiated market, it is noteworthy
that Hehenkamp and Wambach (2010) show that the equidistant locations of firms on a Salop circle is the
predicted long-run outcome in a two-stage evolutionary model where firms choose location by imitation in the
first stage, and choose the Nash equilibrium price corresponding to the first stage location profile in the second
stage.

5When the maximum net utility that a consumer receives on purchase is exactly equal to 0, we assume the
good is purchased. If a consumer receives the maximum net utility (of at least zero) from more than one firm,
each firm in contention has equal probability of being chosen.
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demand faced by a firm. Let v ∈ [0, 1) denote the circle coordinate and v = i
n be the location

of firm i. Let firm i choose price pi. The local price at a location v is

p(v) = min
i=1,...,n

{pi + τ δ(v, i)},

where δ(v, i) is the distance between location v and firm i: δ(v, i) = min{|v− i
n |, 1− |v−

i
n |}.

If the local price at a location is larger than β, the demand from that location is zero.

If the local price is less than or equal to β, the demand from that location is one, and in

case more than one firms offer the same local price, the firms share the demand equally in

probabilistic terms.

In this paper we will particularly deal with situations of the type where firm i chooses

price pi while all other firms choose the same price p. For this specific situation, the above

expression for demand of firm i can be written as

di =

{
2 β−pi

τ if pi > 2β − p− τ
n

1
τ (pi − p+ τ

n) if pi ≤ 2β − p− τ
n

Firm i receives a profit of πi = (pi − c) · di.
We define a “marginal consumer” to be a consumer who either (a) receives a maximum

net utility exactly equal to 0, or (b) receives the same maximum non-negative utility from

more than one firm, and so, is indifferent amongst these firms. Two or more firms are said to

“compete for the marginal consumer” if they set prices such that there exists a consumer that

receives the same maximum non-negative utility from these firms and is indifferent amongst

them. A firm is said to have a segregated market if it does not compete for the marginal

consumer.

3 Results

Our interest lies in the outcome that arises in the long-run when firms follow an imitation

dynamic, with price being the decision variable. We study this in a framework of complete and

incomplete observability, and benchmark the resulting outcome(s) to the Nash equilibrium.

3.1 Nash equilibrium

The following proposition presents the unique symmetric pure strategy Nash equilibrium for

varying levels of the market differentiation parameter (the proof of which can be found in

Khan and Peeters, 2015).

Proposition 1. (i) Suppose τ > n (β − c). In the unique symmetric pure strategy Nash

equilibrium, all firms choose the monopoly price pm = β+c
2 .
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(ii) Suppose τ ∈ [ 2
3 n (β − c), n (β − c) ]. In the unique symmetric pure strategy Nash equilib-

rium, all firms choose the price pn = β − τ
2n .

(iii) Suppose τ < 2
3 n (β − c). In the unique symmetric pure strategy Nash equilibrium, all

firms choose the price pc = c+ τ
n .

Moreover, the Nash equilibria described above are strict.

The thick line in Figure 1 illustrates the Nash equilibrium price as a function of the market

differentiation i.e. transportation cost parameter . The graph shows that this price is contin-

uous in the transportation cost τ . It increases with the transportation cost up to a value of

τ = 2
3 n (β − c) from where it decreases to reach the monopoly price at τ = n (β − c), and

settles there for higher values of the transportation costs.

When transportation costs are high as in area (i), firms are endowed with significant mar-

ket power which manifests itself in the monopoly outcome. As transportation costs decrease

to the range in area (ii), the firms price “non-aggressively” in the sense that they share the

market while extracting all surplus from the marginal consumers, i.e. the consumers located

exactly in between two firms receive a net utility of zero. Since in this range of transportation

costs firms extract all surplus from the marginal consumers (whose utility is decreasing in

the transportation cost) in a fully served market, the equilibrium price decreases with the

transportation costs, implying that more market differentiation may lead to lower prices. As

transportation costs drop beyond the threshold dividing area (ii) and (iii), the equilibrium

price is given by a mark-up over marginal cost, with the mark-up decreasing in the level of

differentiation.

p

β

2
3
β + 1

3
c

1
2
β + 1

2
c

4
9
β + 5

9
c

c

0 1
2
n(β−c) 2

3
n(β−c) 6

7
n(β−c)n(β−c) τ

(e) (d) (c) (b) (a)

(iii) (ii) (i)

Figure 1: The thick line presents the Nash equilibrium price as a function of the transportation
costs. This line together with the gray area represent the prices that are supported in the
stochastically stable set as a function of the transportation costs.
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One important observation that will play a role in developing the intuition of the results

to follow is that the Nash equilibrium price is a weak better-reply from all other symmetric

strategy profiles. That is, from any strategy profile where all firms choose identical prices, if

a firm experiments with the Nash equilibrium price, then it obtains at least as much profit

as it was receiving earlier.6

3.2 Imitation with complete observability

In our imitation framework, firms choose price simultaneously from a finite grid of prices.

The state, defined by the profile of prices (pi)i=1,...,n, determines the demand faced and the

profit received by each firm. The prices and profits of all firm are observed by all firms, and

the most profitable firm is imitated by the others. When there is more than one imitable

action (for example, when multiple firms are most profitable but with the use of disparate

strategies), we assume there is an equal probability of each of the imitable actions being

chosen. This describes the unperturbed process of imitation.7 A state is said to be absorbing

when there is no possibility of transiting to another state. States where all firms choose

identical prices are called monomorphic. According to the next proposition (proof in the

appendix) these monomorphic states are precisely the absorbing states of the unperturbed

process of imitation.

Proposition 2. The set of absorbing states consists precisely of all monomorphic states.

In order to select among these absorbing states, we augment the unperturbed imitation dy-

namic with the possibility of firms experimenting with their choice of price. This experi-

mentation may be interpreted as a firm choosing its price on the basis of some consideration

other than imitation of the most profitable firm. Each firm, with an independent probability

ε, chooses a random price. As the proposition above states, without experimentation, the

unperturbed imitation process would converge to (and would stay locked into) an absorbing

state that depends on the initial profile of prices. Now, experimentation makes the transition

from an absorbing state of the unperturbed imitation process to another possible. For exam-

ple, starting from a monomorphic state, if a firm experiments with a particular price and on

account of this, turns out to be the most profitable firm, the other firms imitate this experi-

menting firm, thereby causing a transition from the initial monomorphic state.8 The resulting

experimentation-augmented imitation dynamic (or the perturbed process) has no absorbing

6See Khan and Peeters (2015) for details.
7For ease of exposition, we restrict attention to prices being at least equal to marginal cost (consideration

of lower prices does not affect any of the results).
8Of course, the transition from an absorbing state of the unperturbed process may require more than one

firm to experiment.
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states. Henceforth, whenever we mention absorbing states, we refer to the absorbing states

of the unperturbed process.

Next, stochastic stability is determined by the relative ease of transiting in and transiting

out of absorbing states. Absorbing states that are comparatively easiest to reach from the

other absorbing states (i.e. needs ‘fewer’ experimentations) and most difficult to move out (i.e.

needs ‘more’ experimentations) are the stochastically stable outcomes.9 The next proposition

presents the stochastically stable outcomes for various levels of market differentiation (i.e. the

transportation cost parameter).10

Proposition 3. (a) Suppose τ > n (β− c). In the stochastically stable state, all firms set the

monopoly price pm = β+c
2 .

(b) Suppose τ ∈ ( 6
7 n (β − c), n (β − c) ]. In the stochastically stable state, all firms set the

price at pn = β − τ
2n .

(c) Suppose τ ∈ [ 2
3 n (β−c), 6

7 n (β−c) ]. The stochastically stable set consists of the monomor-

phic states where all firms set the same price p ∈ [c+ 2τ
3n , p

n = β − τ
2n ].

(d) Suppose τ ∈ ( 1
2 n (β−c), 2

3 n (β−c)]. The stochastically stable set consists of the monomor-

phic states where all firms set the same price p ∈ [
2β+c− τ

n
3 , pc = c+ τ

n ].

(e) Suppose τ < 1
2 n (β − c). In the stochastically stable state, all firms set the price at

pc = c+ τ
n .

A comparison of the stochastically stable set with the Nash equilibrium reveals that: (1)

when the level of differentiation is high-enough (regions (a) and (b) in Figure 1 above), the

stochastically stable set uniquely contains the Nash equilibrium state; (2) for in-between

levels of differentiation (regions (c) and (d)), the stochastically stable set contains the Nash

equilibrium state, along with a set of monomorphic states with lower price; and (3) for low-

enough levels of differentiation (region (e)), the stochastically stable state uniquely contains

the state where all firms price at the Nash equilibrium.

The proof (presented in the appendix) relies on the fact that it takes more experimenta-

tions to leave the set of states that the proposition claims to be stochastically stable than it

takes for the process to reach this set of states from all other absorbing states. The proof

makes use of two results from Ellison (2000). First, if it takes a (series of) single experimen-

tation(s) to reach a set of absorbing states from any other absorbing state and more than one

experimentation to exit this set, then the stochastically stable set is contained in this set of

9For more details, the reader is referred to Young (1993) or Kandori et al. (1993).
10Finiteness of the strategy space is a technical requirement for stochastic stability. Alós-Ferrer (2006) shows

that in general, Nash equilibrium or other rest points properties of a continuous strategy space may not carry
over to the discrete strategy case. However, even with a finite strategy space, the unique symmetric strict pure
strategy Nash equilibrium does not change since choosing the prices described in Proposition 1 from any other
monomorphic state is a weak better reply. In addition, the propositions related to stochastic stability do not
assume continuity of action space. Thus, our results are not affected by discretisation of the action space.
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absorbing states. Second, suppose it has been established that the stochastically stable set is

contained in a set of absorbing states consisting of at least two monomorphic states, x and y;

then, if it takes two experimentations to transit from x to y and vice-versa, then both these

states are supported in the long-run outcome.

In the following we present the intuition behind the result stated in the proposition, with

a particular focus on the long-run stability of the Nash equilibrium. The intuition is aided by

two remarks. The first remark concerns the transition into the Nash equilibrium state from

other absorbing states; the second pertains to transitions out of the Nash equilibrium state.

Remark 1. If the price in an initial monomorphic state is higher than the Nash equilibrium

price, and a firm experiments with the Nash equilibrium price, then the experimentation firm

is (one of) the most profitable firm(s) and so, imitation leads to the Nash equilibrium state.

On the other hand, if the price of the initial state is lower, then the fate of the experimentation

depends on the level of market differentiation.

Explanation: As the Nash equilibrium price is a (weak) better response from any monomor-

phic state, an experimentation by a firm with the Nash equilibrium price is weakly profit-

improving for the experimenting firm. If this experimentation’s effect on the other firms’

profit is such that the most profitable non-experimenting firm is not more profitable than

the experimenting firm, the experimentation is successful and imitation leads to the Nash

equilibrium state.

When the price in the initial state is higher than the Nash equilibrium price, the profit

of the non-experimenting firms remains the same at best (the neighbouring firms of the ex-

perimenting firm may experience lower profit due to a loss in demand). This makes the

experimenting firm the most profitable, and imitation leads to the Nash equilibrium state.

Thus, from a state where the price is higher than the Nash equilibrium, a single experimen-

tation results in a transition to the Nash equilibrium state.

On the other hand, when the price in the initial state is lower than the Nash equilibrium

price and a firm experiments with the Nash equilibrium price, the neighbouring firms’ profit

may increase as they face higher demand. This makes the evaluation of this experimentation

slightly less obvious. Interestingly, the level of market differentiation plays a pivotal role in

this calculus. When market differentiation is high-enough (i.e. τ > 6
7 n (β − c)), the market

power held by firms results in lower prices of the neighbouring firms not drawing away sub-

stantial consumers from the experimenting firm; here, the single firm experimentation with

the Nash equilibrium price makes the experimenting firm the most profitable. However, for

differentiation lower than that (i.e. τ ≤ 6
7 n (β − c)), such a single firm experimentation is

not successful i.e. the lower price of the neighbouring firms draws enough consumers from

the experimenting firm, so that the latter is not amongst the most profitable firms. However,

9



we show in the proof that when two firms experiment, with one of the firms experimenting

with the Nash equilibrium price, then the firm with the Nash equilibrium price is imitated

on account of being the most profitable. �

Remark 2. It is not possible to exit the Nash equilibrium state when only one firm experi-

ments.

Explanation: As the Nash equilibrium is strict, any experimentation by a firm from the Nash

equilibrium state is strictly profit-reducing for the experimenting firm. When the experimen-

tation is with a higher price, the profit of the other firms do not decrease; in fact, the profit

of the neighbouring firms may increase because of additional demand generated by the higher

price of the experimenting firm. This results in the experimenting firm not being amongst

the most profitable firms; in fact, imitation by the experimenting firm causes a reversion to

the Nash equilibrium state. On the other hand, when a firm experiments with a lower price,

it cannot affect the profit of all other firms.11 This, in particular, means that there exists

a non-experimenting firm that continues to receive the Nash equilibrium profit. As the ex-

perimenting firm experiences a reduction in profit (due to the equilibrium being strict), the

experimenting firm is less profitable than at least one non-experimenting firm, and it imitates

the Nash equilibrium price causing a reversion to the Nash equilibrium state. So, irrespective

of the level of differentiation, it is not possible to move out of the Nash equilibrium state with

one experimentation.

The implication is that a transition from the Nash equilibrium state requires at least

two experimentation firms. Importantly, it is possible to exit the Nash equilibrium state

when two firms experiment only for the in-between range of market differentiation (i.e.

τ ∈ [ 1
2 n (β − c), 6

7 n (β − c) ]) but not for the low-enough differentiation (τ < 1
2 n (β − c)).

The reason for this is that for low-enough differentiation, the Nash equilibrium price becomes

competitive enough to withstand similar experimentations. �

It can be gathered from the above that: (1) for high-enough differentiation (τ > 6
7 n (β − c)),

it takes a single experimentation to transit into the Nash equilibrium state, but more than

one experimentation to move out of it, making it the unique stochastically stable outcome; (2)

for an in-between range of differentiation (τ ∈ [ 1
2 n (β− c), 6

7 n (β− c) ]), it takes at most two

experimentations to transit into absorbing states in a set that contains the Nash equilibrium

state along with other monomorphic states with lower prices, but more than two experimen-

11 Denoting the Nash equilibrium price by p∗, it can be verified that even when a firm experiments with
the lowest feasible price of marginal cost, while all other firms stick to p∗, then because β − p∗ ≥ β − c − τ

n
,

the experimenting firm can at most attract the consumers up to the location of the neighbouring firm.The
non-neighbouring firms (the existence of which is established by the assumption on the number of firms) are
not affected as they do not cater to the consumer located at the position of the neighbouring firm of the
experimenting firm.
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tations to move out of any state in this set; so, this set is supported in the long-run outcome;

and (3) for low-enough differentiation (τ < 1
2 n (β−c)), it takes at most two experimentations

to transit into the Nash equilibrium state, but more than two experimentations to move out

of it, making it the unique stochastically stable outcome.12

As the least resistant path of transition into the Nash equilibrium state from any other

state needs two experimentations for both in-between market differentiation and low market

differentiation, the difference in the stability of the Nash equilibrium state for these two

ranges of market differentiation is explained by differential ease of transition out of the Nash

equilibrium state. To better understand the reason behind why the Nash equilibrium is

the unique stochastically stable state for low market differentiation but not for in-between

market differentiation, we elaborate on the nature of the two-firm experimentations that

cause a transition out of the Nash equilibrium state in each of the two cases with the help of

a series of remarks and explanations. In Remark 3, we argue that a transition from the Nash

equilibrium (in either case) may occur only if the two experimenting firms are neighbours.

In Remark 4, we reason that a transition from the Nash equilibrium (in either case) is not

possible if both experimenting firms experiment with a price lower than the Nash equilibrium.

In Remarks 5 and 6, we explain that a transition from the Nash equilibrium (in either case)

may be possible only if the experimenting firm with the lower price is the most profitable.

Remark 3. A two-firm experimentation may induce such a transition from the Nash equilib-

rium state only if the two experimenting firms are neighbours.

Explanation: Suppose to the contrary that the two experimenting firms are not neighbours.

Then there is at least one firm that is unaffected by the experimentations, and so continues to

receive the Nash equilibrium profit.13 Because there exists one non-experimenting firm that

remains unaffected by the experimentation, the situation is not meaningfully different from

a single firm experimenting, and we have already established that a single-firm experimen-

tation does not induce such a transition. It is, however, important to note that even when

two neighbouring firms experiment, there exists at least one non-experimenting firm that is

unaffected by the experimentation and continues to receive the Nash equilibrium profit. But,

the difference now is that experimentation by two neighbours may increase the profit of one

of the experimenting firms to the extent of making it the most profitable. Hence, in what

follows, we will concentrate on situations when the experimenting firms are neighbours. �

12Apesteguia and Selten (2005) conduct an experimental study of price competition on the Salop circle, with
parameter setting corresponding to what we call ”low-enough” differentiation, and find that behaviour differs
from the Nash equilibrium. We suggest this difference may be due to two factors: (i) there are at most five
firms in the experiment, while we assume the presence of at least seven firms; (ii) each firm only observes its
neighbours rather than the entire population of firms.

13This is because of the reasoning used in Footnote 11, and the number of firms n ≥ 7.
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Remark 4. If both the neighbouring firms experiment with prices below the Nash equilibrium

price, then none of the experimenting firms is most profitable, and so a transition out of the

Nash equilibrium state is not possible.

Explanation: To see this, consider the more profitable of the two experimenting firms and call

it the primary experimenting firm. Because the other experimenting firm prices below the

Nash equilibrium price, the primary experimenting firm now receives a lower profit compared

to the situation where the other experimenting firm would not have experimented (and stayed

at the Nash equilibrium price). But even in the latter case (when the other experimenting

firm stays at the Nash equilibrium price), the primary experimenting firm’s profit does not

exceed that of at least one non-experimenting firm (that obtains the Nash equilibrium profit

on account of being unaffected by the experimentations). It follows that with the two firm

experimentation, this experimenting firm’s profit is even lower, and so it is not the most

profitable firms. Thus, the experimentation is not imitated. �

Remark 5. If two neighbouring firms experiment such that one of them experiments with a

price below the Nash equilibrium price, and the other with a price above the Nash equilibrium

price, then a transition from the Nash equilibrium state is possible only if the experimenting

firm with the lower price is most profitable firm.

Explanation: Let us refer to the experimenting firm with the lower (higher) price as the

primary (secondary) experimenting firm. Suppose first that only the secondary experiment-

ing firm had been experimenting; under such a situation, we have already established (by

Remark 2) that it is not the most profitable firm. Now, if one of its neighbouring firms

(i.e the primary experimenting firm) experiments with an even lower price, the secondary

experimenting firm’s profit is even lower, and so it can never be most profitable. It follows

that in this case, a transition from the Nash equilibrium state will occur only if the primary

experimenting firm is the most profitable firm. �

Remark 6. If both the neighbouring firms experiment with prices above the Nash equilibrium

price, then a transition from the Nash equilibrium state is possible only if the experimenting

firm with the lower price is a most profitable firm.

Explanation: Let us again refer to the experimenting firm with the lower (higher) price as the

primary (secondary) experimenting firm. Suppose first that only the secondary experimenting

firm experiments with a price higher than the Nash equilibrium price, while the primary

experimenting firm (for the moment) prices at the Nash equilibrium level. We have argued

(by Remark 2) that the secondary experimenting firm has a lower profit than an unaffected

non-experimenting firm that obtains the Nash equilibrium profit. Importantly, the primary

experimenting firm (which has not experimented yet) has a higher profit than the unaffected
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non-experimenting firm as the former faces higher demand due to one of its neighbours (i.e.

the secondary experimenting firm) choosing a higher price . It follows that the primary

experimenting firm is also more profitable than the secondary experimenting firm in this

configuration of prices. Now, if we look at the difference of the profit between the two

experimenting firms (i.e. the profit of the secondary experimenting firm less the profit of the

primary experimenting firm) as a function of the price of the primary experimenting firm,

then this profit difference is negative when the primary experimenting firm chooses the Nash

equilibrium price, and zero (because of symmetry) when the primary experimenting chooses

the same price as the secondary experimenting firm. This difference is also negative when

the primary experimenting firm chooses a price in between the Nash equilibrium price and

the price of the secondary experimenting firm, i.e. the primary experimenting firm is more

profitable than the secondary experimenting firm. Hence, the experimenting firm with the

lower price is the more profitable of the two experimenting firms, confirming the statement

of the remark. �

We gather from the above that a two-firm experimentation may induce a transition out of

the Nash equilibrium state when market differentiation is in-between only if (a) the two

experimenting firms are neighbours, (b) at least one of the experimenting firms experiments

with a price higher than the Nash equilibrium price, and (c) if the experimenting firm with

the lower price obtains the highest profit amongst all firms. Thus, to evaluate the fate of a

two-firm experimentation, we have to compare the profit of the primary experimenting firm

with that of the most profitable non-experimentation firm when both the experimenting firms

are neighbours and at least one of the experimenting firms chooses a price higher than the

Nash equilibrium. To identify the most profitable non-experimenting firm, we note that the

higher price of the secondary experimenting firm results in its non-experimenting neighbour

facing a higher demand in comparison to other non-experimenting firms. Consequently, this

firm is the most profitable non-experimenting firm. Thus, the net result of the two-firm

experimentation rests on a profit comparison between the experimenter with the lower price,

and the non-experimenting neighbour of the secondary experimenting firm.

The key take-way now is that while it is possible for two neighbouring firms to experiment

such that the primary experimenting firm is the most profitable firm only when market

differentiation is in the in-between range, but not when it is in the low-enough range. The

reason for this is that when two neighbouring firm experiment with prices higher than the

Nash equilibrium price (as in the supposition of Remark 6), low-enough market differentiation

increases the demand of the non-experimenting neighbour of the secondary experimenter to

such an extent that it is the most profitable firm. On the other hand, when the primary

experimenting firm experiments with a price lower than the Nash equilibrium price (as in
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the supposition of Remark 5), the competitiveness of the Nash equilibrium price results in

the primary experimenter not receiving enough demand to make it most profitable firm;

when market differentiation is low, the Nash equilibrium price, which varies directly with the

market differentiation parameter, becomes increasingly competitive as market differentiation

decreases. As a result, when market differentiation is low-enough, the Nash equilibrium state

is more stable against two-firm-experimentations, resulting in it being the only state supported

as the stochastically stable equilibrium. However, experimentations of this nature are able

to induce a transition from the Nash equilibrium state when the level of differentiation is

in-between as the analogous effects are not as potent; this gives rise to multiple states being

supported in the long-run.

Finally, we point out that the increasing difficulty of transiting out the Nash equilibrium

state as the Nash equilibrium price becomes more competitive is also reflected in another

occurrence. Consider the differentiated market when τ ∈ ( 1
2 n (β − c), 2

3 n (β − c)]. Here, the

Nash equilibrium price c + τ
n is increasing in τ while the stochastically stable set consists of

the monomorphic states where all firms set the price at p ∈ [
2β+c− τ

n
3 , pc = c+ τ

n ]. The lowest

price that is supported in the long-run is decreasing in τ , implying that the set of prices

supported in the long-run shrinks towards (or collapses to) the Nash equilibrium price as τ

decreases. The import of this is that as τ decreases, the Nash equilibrium price also decreases

and as the Nash equilibrium price becomes more competitive, the set of lower prices that can

invade the Nash equilibrium state with the same ease (i.e. with two-firm experimentations)

shrinks.14

3.3 Imitation with incomplete observability

The results presented so far have been based on the assumption of complete observability –

each firm observes all other firms, enabling imitation of the most profitable firm. In this sub-

section, we ascertain how robust the Nash equilibrium state is to imitation when observability

is incomplete. If observability is partial or incomplete, each firm observes a subset of the set of

firms. Consequently, we assume that firms imitate the most profitable firm observed (rather

than the most profitable). This opens up the possibility that an experimentation which is

successful under complete observability may now not be observed by all firms, potentially

resulting in the strategy of the experimentation not spreading throughout the firm popula-

tion. Vice versa, experimentations that are not successful globally may now be successful in

local pockets, causing a subset of the firms to imitate the strategy of the experimentation.

14It is in this sense that the case when τ ∈ ( 1
2
n (β − c), 2

3
n (β − c)] is different from the case when

τ ∈ ( 2
3
n (β − c), 6

7
n (β − c)]; in the latter case, the Nash equilibrium price is not increasing in τ , and so we

do not observe the effect of the set of prices supported in the long-run shrinking towards the Nash equilibrium
price as τ decreases.
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The primary question is if the Nash equilibrium state is robust to imitation under partial

observability.

First, we consider a situation of “minimal” unobservability, i.e. each firm does not observe

at most one other firm. Then we have the next proposition, followed by a verbal proof.

Proposition 4. If each firm does not observe at most one firm, then Proposition 3 holds.

Explanation: Because the most profitable firm is observed and imitated by at least n − 2

other firms, at least n−1 firms choose the same price in any state belonging to the absorbing

set. First, consider transitions into the stochastically stable set defined in Proposition 3. If

the type of experimentation that was successful in Proposition 3 occurs now with incomplete

observability, it is observed to be successful, and imitated, by at least n − 2 other firms.So,

in the following state, all firms but one choose a price that is supported in the stochastically

stable set. But this is akin to a state where a single firm experiments while all other firms

choose a price supported in the stochastically stable set. As we have shown that it is not

possible to exit a state in the stochastically stable set under complete observability with one

experimentation, the firm that chooses a different price is strictly less profitable than the

others. This firm then observes at least one other firm being more profitable with the use

of a price supported in the stochastically stable set and imitates it. Thus, the number of

experimentations needed to move into the stochastically stable set remains unchanged.

We now examine the transition from the stochastically stable set under complete observ-

ability. Consider the same experimentations that have been shown to be unsuccessful in caus-

ing a transition from a state in the stochastically stable set under complete observability. The

fact that the experimentation is unsuccessful implies that there exists a non-experimenting

firm that is the most profitable; here, this non-experimenting firm is observed by at least n−2

other firms. Thus, at most one firm imitates the experimenting price as it may not observe

the most profitable experimenting firm and may instead observe the experimentation to be

successful. But again, this resulting state is akin to a state where a single firm experiments

while all other firms choose a price supported in the stochastically stable set. As it takes

at least two experimentations to move out of the states in the stochastically stable set, this

single firm is strictly less profitable. In addition, it observes a non-experimenting firm to be

the most profitable and imitates the non-experimenting firm, reverting to the initial state. It

follows that the number of experimentations needed to transit from the stochastically stable

set does not decrease.

In comparison to the complete observability case, the number of experimentations to

transit in to a state supported in the long-run does not change, and the number of experi-

mentations to transit out of such states does not decrease, establishing the proposition. �

While Proposition 4 establishes the robustness of the Nash equilibrium when unobservabil-
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ity is minimal, we now examine what happens if unobservability is more acute. We study

this question in a structured observability network: we assume each firm observes at least

the k ≥ max{2, n−44 } closest firms on either side (i.e. observes all firms within distance k
n),

implying that each firm observes at least 2k other firms. Moreover, firms beyond a distance

of n−1
2n are not observed.15 This leads to the following proposition (proof in appendix):

Proposition 5. Suppose each firm observes the k ∈ [max{2, n−44 },
n−1
2 ) closest neighbours

on either side. Then the unique symmetric pure strategy Nash equilibrium is the unique

stochastically stable state when τ < 1
2 n (β−c) or τ > 2

3 n (β−c). When τ ∈ [12 n (β−c), 23 n (β−
c)], monomorphic states with price in [pc, 2β+c3 ] form the support in the stochastically stable

set.

Figure 2 illustrates the Nash equilibrium price, and the price of the states supported in the

long-run under both complete and incomplete observability, as a function of the market differ-

entiation (i.e. the transportation cost parameter). The thick line shows the Nash equilibrium

price. The line together with the gray (black) area represent the prices that are supported

in the stochastically stable set under complete (incomplete) observability. The above propo-

sition (and the accompanying figure) shows that the unique symmetric pure strategy Nash

equilibrium state is always supported as a long-run outcome, and hence, is robust to the

type of unobservability we analyse here. Further, it can be seen that in comparison to the

complete observability case, the Nash equilibrium state emerges as the unique stochastically

stable outcome for a wider range of levels of market differentiation, and the prices in the

states that form the support of the stochastically stable set are higher when observability is

incomplete.

To understand the content of this proposition, we begin by comparing the mechanics of

imitation under complete and incomplete observability. With complete observability, the most

profitable firm was observed and imitated by all other firms. This led to the proposition that

the absorbing states are described by the monomorphic states. However, with incomplete

observability, the globally most profitable firm is observed to be most profitable by only a

subgroup of the firm population, which imitate it. But once a subgroup of firms imitate

this price, it is no longer obvious that other firms will subsequently imitate it – in the new

resulting state, a firm with the price that started out as an experimentation may not be the

most profitable. This raises, apart from other questions, a question about the composition

of the absorbing set, and if monomorphic states continue to be the only absorbing states.

In Lemma 1 (proof in appendix), we show that it is indeed the case and that any non-

monomorphic state is transient and leads a monomorphic state.

15This implies that each firm does not observe at least two firms.
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Figure 2: The thick line presents the Nash equilibrium price as a function of the transportation
costs. This line together with the gray (black) area represent the prices that are supported
in the stochastically stable set as a function of the transportation costs when observability is
complete (incomplete).

Lemma 1. The monomorphic states are the only absorbing states of the imitation process

under the defined observability structure.

This implies that we have to look into the relative ease of transiting into and the relative

difficulty of transiting out of the monomorphic states to determine the stochastically stable

set. With complete observability, an experimentation is unsuccessful (and hence not imi-

tated) if the experimenting firm is not the most profitable amongst all firms. In general,

with incomplete observability, it is possible that an experimentation may be imitated if a

subgroup of firms observe the experimenting firm to be the most profitable in their respective

neighbourhood, even though the experimenting firm is not the most profitable firm globally.

However, the next remark (succeeded by an explanation) makes the point that if a single-firm

experimentation was unsuccessful under complete observability, it is also unsuccessful under

incomplete observability. Before doing so, we introduce additional notation: π(p, p′, p′′) de-

notes the profit of a firm with price p whose closest neighbour on one side chooses prices p′

while the closest neighbour on the other side chooses price p′′.

Remark 7. If a single-firm experimentation does not induce a transition from an absorbing

state when observability is complete, then it also does not induce a transition when observ-

ability is incomplete.

Explanation: We use Figure 3 as an aid in arguing in favor of this remark. The figure

shows the Salop circle with ten firms. Denoting the price of the experimenting firm (indi-

cated by the grey node) by p′ and the price of the other firms (the white nodes) by p, the
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experimenting firm obtains π(p′, p, p) while the non-experimenting firms obtain π(p, p′, p) or

π(p, p, p). As the experimentation is unsuccessful under complete observability, we know that

π(p′, p, p) < max{π(p, p′, p), π(p, p, p)} holds. Under the assumed observability structure, each

firm observes at least two firms on each side. The experimenting firm will be imitated only if

it is observed by another firm as being the most profitable firm. Now, any firm (such as firm i,

i ∈ {2, 3, 9, 10}) that observes π(p′, p, p) also observes at least one instance of π(p, p′, p) and

one instance of π(p, p, p). As π(p′, p, p) ≤ max{π(p, p′, p), π(p, p, p)}, the experimenting firm

is never imitated. For the same reason, the experimenting firm reverts to the price p as it also

observes firm 2 receiving π(p, p′, p) and firm 3 receiving π(p, p, p). Thus, the experimentation

does not induce a transition even when observability is incomplete. �
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Figure 3: Figure supporting Remark 7.

Having established Remark 7, we now analyse how experimentations that are successful when

observability is complete fare when observability is incomplete. If a single firm experimen-

tation is successful under complete observability (i.e. the experimenting firm is the most

profitable), it is observed and imitated by all other firms. Under our incomplete observability

structure, this successful experimentation is observed and then imitated only by a subset of

the firms. The question now is whether after the first wave of imitation, a firm16 that uses

the experimenting price is observed to be the most profitable by the remaining firms (who

persist with the old price)?

We answer this question in the following three remarks, which also help in developing some

intuition for the difference between the stochastically stable outcome when observability is

complete versus when it is incomplete. For all these remarks we use Figure 4, which shows

ten firms, each of which observes the two closest firms on each side, as a visual aid. The

experimenting firm(s) are depicted in grey, the firms that imitate to a different price in black

and the firms which persist with the price of the initial monomorphic state in white.

16This refers not only to the initial experimenting firm but also includes firms which have imitated the
experimenting firm.
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Figure 4: Figure supporting Remark 8, 9 and 10.

Remark 8. If a single-firm experimentation, where the experimenting firm chooses a higher

price, is successful in inducing a transition from a monomorphic state when observability is

complete, then it does the same when observability is incomplete.

Explanation: Consider a successful single firm experimentation with a higher price that is

successful in causing a transition from states not supported in the stochastically stable set

under complete observability to a state that is supported in the stochastically stable state

under complete observability. Denoting the price of the experimenting firm (firm 1) by p′

and the price of the other firms by p, the experimenting firm obtains π(p′, p, p) while the

non-experimenting firms obtain π(p, p′, p) or π(p, p, p). As the experimentation is successful

under complete observability, π(p′, p, p) ≥ max{π(p, p′, p), π(p, p, p)}.
After the first wave of imitation, firms that choose the experimenting price p′ obtain a

profit of either π(p′, p′, p′) (firms 1, 2 and 10) or π(p′, p′, p) (firms 3 and 9). The other firms

obtain either π(p, p′, p) (firms 4 and 8) or π(p, p, p) (firms 5, 6 and 7). Now, a firm with price p

that observes π(p′, p′, p′) or itself receives π(p, p′, p) (such as firms 4 and 8), must observe the

profit levels π(p′, p′, p), π(p, p′, p) and π(p, p, p). Similarly, a firm with price p′ that observes

π(p, p, p) or itself receives π(p′, p′, p) (such as firms 3 and 9), must observe the profit levels

π(p, p′, p), π(p′, p′, p) and π(p′, p′, p′). Since p′ > p, we have π(p′, p′, p) < π(p′, p′, p′). The

firms that still choose price p receive a profit of π(p, p′, p) or π(p, p, p), and some of these

firms (such as firms 4 and 8) observe π(p′, p′, p). As π(p′, p′, p) ≥ max{π(p, p′, p), π(p, p, p)},
these firms imitate the price p′. By repeated iteration of this argument, p′ spreads steadily
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to the entire population. �

Remark 9. If a single-firm experimentation, where the experimenting firm chooses a lower

price, is successful in inducing a transition from a monomorphic state when observability is

complete, then it does the same when observability is incomplete if and only if π(p′, p′, p) ≥
π(p, p, p).

Explanation: Consider successful single-firm experimentations with a lower price that were

successful in causing a transition from states not supported in the stochastically stable set

under complete observability to states that are supported in the stochastically stable set under

complete observability. Let the price of the experimenting firm (firm 1) be p′ and the price

of the other firms be p, with p′ > p. As the experimentation is successful under complete

observability, π(p′, p, p) ≥ max{π(p, p′, p), π(p, p, p)}. Under incomplete observability, p′ is

imitated by a subset of the firms (such as firms 2, 3, 9 and 10), which then receive a profit of

either π(p′, p′, p) or π(p′, p′, p′). Since p′ < p, we have π(p′, p′, p) ≥ π(p′, p′, p′). The firms that

still choose price p receive a profit of either π(p, p′, p) or π(p, p, p) with π(p, p′, p) < π(p, p, p).

Now, any other firm (such as firm 4) will imitate p′ if and only if π(p′, p′, p) ≥ π(p, p, p); this

is the only circumstance under which a firm with price p′ is observed by a firm with price p

to be the most profitable. Thus if this holds, then by iteration of the same reasoning, the

single firm experimentation is successful with incomplete observability. On the other hand,

if π(p′, p′, p) > π(p, p, p), the firms with price p′ (starting first with firms 3 and 9, followed in

the next round by the firms 1 and 2) revert to the use of price p. �

Remark 10. Suppose the price in the initial monomorphic state and the experimenting price

are such that the experimenting firm does not compete for the marginal consumer with its

neighbours. If a single-firm experimentation, where the experimenting firm chooses a lower

price, is successful in inducing a transition from a monomorphic state when observability is

complete, then it does the same when observability is incomplete.

Explanation: While Remark 9 places a conditionality on when single-firm experimentations

with a lower price that are successful under complete observability are also successful when

observability is incomplete, Remark 10 states that incomplete observability is not an issue

if there is no competition for the marginal consumer. To understand why, we add to the

arguments for Remark 9 by now supposing that p and p′ are such that none of the firms

compete for the marginal consumer.17 Then, all firms with price p′ are equally profitable,

i.e. π(p′, p′, p) = π(p′, p′, p′), and similarly, all firms with price p are equally profitable, i.e.

17The remark only supposes that the experimenting firm does not compete for the marginal consumers with
its neighbouring firms. However, since the experimenting firm has a lower price, the experimenting firm not
competing for the marginal consumer implies that the same holds for the non-experimenting firms. Hence, in
this case, none of the firms compete for the marginal consumer.
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π(p, p′, p) = π(p, p, p). Hence the condition π(p′, p′, p) ≥ π(p, p, p) in Remark 9 is equivalent

to π(p′, p, p) ≥ max{π(p, p′, p), π(p, p, p)}; this last inequality holds because the single firm

experimentation is successful with complete observability. So, p′ is imitated iteratively till it

is adopted by all firms. �

Remark 11. If a two-firm experimentation, where two neighbouring firms experiment with the

same price, is successful in inducing a transition from a monomorphic state when observability

is complete, then it does the same when observability is incomplete.

Explanation: To ease comprehension, we use Figure 5, which shows ten firms, each of which

observes the two closest firms on each side, as an aid. The experimenting firms are depicted

with in grey, the firms that imitate to a different price are in black and the firms which

persist with the price of the initial monomorphic state are in white. Consider a two-firm

experimentation where the two neighbouring firms (firms 1 and 2) experiment with the same

price p′, which results in a transition into a state supported by the stochastically set under

complete observability, implying π(p′, p′, p) > max{π(p, p, p), π(p, p′, p)}.Under incomplete

observability, a subset of firms observes the successful experimentation and imitate p′. These

firms receive either π(p′, p′, p) (firms 4 and 9) or π(p′, p′, p′) (firms 1, 2, 3 and 10). All firms

that receive π(p, p′, p′), such as firms 5 and 8, and some of the firms that receive π(p, p, p),

such as firms 6 and 7 observe another firm receiving a profit equal to π(p′, p′, p). Since

π(p′, p′, p) > max{π(p, p, p), π(p, p′, p)}, these firms with price p that observe another firm

receiving a profit equal to π(p′, p′, p) imitate p′. In addition, none of the firms that chose p′

change their price. By iteration of this reasoning, p′ spreads to the all the firms and so, such

an experimentation is successful even under incomplete observability. �
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Figure 5: Figure supporting Remark 11.

Remark 12. If a two-firm experimentation, where two neighbouring firms experiment with

different prices, is successful in inducing a transition from a monomorphic state when ob-

servability is complete, then it does the same when observability is incomplete if and only if

max{π(p′, p′, p′), π(p′, p′, p)} > max{π(p, p′, p), π(p, p, p)}, where p′ is the price of the more

profitable experimenting firm.
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Explanation: To ease comprehension, we use Figure 6, which shows ten firms, each of which

observes the two closest firms on each side, as an aid. The experimenting firms are depicted

in grey, the firms that imitate to a different price are in black and the firms which persist with

the price of the initial monomorphic state are in white. Consider a two-firm experimentation

where the experimenting firms are neighbours (firms 1 and 2) and experiment with different

prices p′ and p′′ respectively that was successful under complete observability in causing a

transition into a state supported by the stochastically stable set. Assume the firm experi-

menting with price p′ (firm 1) is the more profitable experimenting firm. Under incomplete

observability, p′ is imitated by a subset of the firms (firms 2, 3, 9 and 10), including the

other experimenting firm. Whether p′ will spread beyond the first imitation wave depends

on if max{π(p′, p′, p′), π(p′, p′, p)} > max{π(p, p′, p), π(p, p, p)}. Since π(p′, p′, p′) > π(p′, p′, p)

and π(p, p′, p) > π(p, p, p) if p′ > p, and π(p′, p′, p′) < π(p′, p′, p) and π(p, p′, p) < π(p, p, p)

if p′ < p, the price p′ will spread beyond the first imitation wave if π(p′, p′, p′) ≥ π(p, p′, p)

if p′ > p and π(p′, p′, p) ≥ π(p, p, p) if p′ < p. Otherwise, there is a gradual imitation led

reversion to the state where all firms choose p. �
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Figure 6: Figure supporting Remark 12.

The remarks above not only contrast imitation based on complete and incomplete observ-

ability, but also provide some intuition for the results obtained in Proposition 5. Transitions

from monomorphic states where firms price below the Nash equilibrium price is possible with

the same number of experimentations (Remark 8), but it is more difficult to transit into these

states with price lower than the Nash equilibrium price (Remark 9). This is why monomor-

phic states where the firms’ price is below the Nash equilibrium are no longer stochastically

stable when observability is incomplete. At the same time, it is more difficult to transit

from a set of monomorphic states where the firms’ price is higher than the Nash equilibrium

price (Remark 9). As a result, for an in-between range of the market differentiation, a set

of monomorphic states with price higher than the Nash equilibrium are also stochastically

stable.

Proposition 5 also makes the point that, in case of a regular observability network where

each firm observes the same number of other firms, it is not possible to generalise the conclu-
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sion of Proposition 4 beyond the latter’s stated premise. In other words, if each firm does not

observe at most two firms (rather than ‘at most one firm’, as stated in Proposition 4), the

results of Proposition 3 do not necessarily hold. However, perhaps most interestingly, incom-

plete observability of the type that we have analysed is actually profit-improving for the firms

for two reasons. Firstly, the Nash equilibrium is the unique stochastically stable state for a

larger range of the market differentiation parameter, implying that prices lower than the Nash

equilibrium that would be expected under complete observability are no longer expected to

be realised in the long-run. Secondly, for the range of market differentiation where the Nash

equilibrium is not the unique long-run prediction, prices are higher than in Nash equilibrium

may be expected to be realised. Thus, behaviour that may appear to be collusive may be

actually generated by imitation in an incomplete observability environment.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we analyse the long-run stochastically stable outcome when price-competing

firms in a (spatially) differentiated market adopt the price of the most profitable firm ob-

served. The stochastically stable outcome corresponds exactly with the unique symmetric

pure strategy Nash equilibrium state when the level of market differentiation is high-enough

or low-enough, irrespective of observability being complete or incomplete. For an in-between

range of market differentiation, the unique symmetric pure strategy Nash equilibrium state is

always contained in the stochastically stable set, along with a set of other states. While under

complete observability, in these other states, firms may choose prices lower than the Nash

equilibrium price, under incomplete observability firms may choose prices that are higher than

the Nash equilibrium price. The first implication of our results is the robustness of the Nash

equilibrium state in an imitation based evolutionary model. Secondly, firms may benefit from

limited observability in the market they are operating in, and behaviour that may appear to

be collusive may be actually generated by incomplete observability of market outcomes.

The results herein make for an interesting comparison with Khan and Peeters (2015),

who also study the long-run market outcome of the same imitation dynamic (under complete

observability only), but with the crucial difference being firms set both price and quantity.

The main finding there is that the stochastically stable outcome corresponds exactly with the

unique symmetric pure strategy Nash equilibrium. In contrast to the results here, the most

important distinction is that states with lower prices are not contained in the stochastically

stable set for an in-between range of market differentiation. The reason for the Nash equi-

librium state being more stable in the price–quantity model rests on the ease of transiting

into this state from other states with lower prices. To elaborate, suppose that firms are in a

(monomorphic) state with a price lower than the Nash equilibrium price. If a firm experiments
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with the Nash equilibrium price in a model with price and quantity choice, the neighbouring

firms face excess demand on account of not being able to scale up production. As a result,

the neighbouring firms earn the same profit as before the experimentation, whereas, if the

firms choose quantity after observing the demand (as in the current paper), the neighbouring

firms would experience a higher profit. The implication is that the firm which experiments

with the Nash equilibrium price has to earn a higher profit when quantity is chosen after

demand realisation (relative to when both price and quantity are chosen) for it to be imitated

on grounds of being the most profitable firm. Consequently, the transition from states with a

lower price to the Nash equilibrium state is relatively more difficult when firms choose quan-

tity after demand realisation, giving rise to the result that these states with lower prices are

also in the stochastically stable set. Thus, the flexibility in production afforded to firms when

they produce after observing the demand is actually profit-deteriorating for the firms as it

weakens the Nash equilibrium and allows for lower prices to be supported in the long-run.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 2

A monomorphic state is clearly absorbing as firms choose the same strategies and receive equal

profits – this leaves no further scope for imitation. On the other hand, if we are in a state

where the most profitable firm is unique, imitation by the other firms leads to a monomorphic

state firms. If multiple firms realise the highest profit with disparate actions, the positive

probability of imitation makes this state transient. Thus, from a non-monomorphic state, the

process converges to a monomorphic state in finite time. �

Proof of Proposition 3

Statement (a): τ > n (β − c).

First, in Part (i), we show that it takes a single experimentation to reach the state where all

firms set their price at pm = β+c
2 . Next, in Part (ii), we show that it requires more than a

single experimentation to transit out of that state.

Part (i). Suppose we are in an absorbing state where each firm chooses the price p 6= pm and

receives the profit π. If a firm experiments with the Nash equilibrium price pm, its firm’s profit

is at least π as the Nash equilibrium price is a better response from any other monomorphic

state. The firms that are not the closest neighbours of the experimenting firm are not affected

by this experimentation and hence, are not more profitable than the experimenting firm. In

addition, if p ≥ 2β − pm − τ
n , the two closest neighbouring firms (one on each side of the

experimenting firm) are not affected either, resulting in the experimenting firm being the

most profitable firm. Otherwise, when p < 2β − pm − τ
n , these two neighbouring firms are

affected by the experimentation. The demand of each of these two neighbouring firms from

the population lying between their location and that of the experimenting firm is
pm−p+ τ

n
2τ ,

while the demand from the consumers lying between their location and that of their respective

non-experimenting neighbouring firm equals 1
2n .18 So, each of these two neighbouring firms

receive profit πn = (
pm−p+ τ

n
2τ + 1

2n)(p − c). The demand faced by the experimenting firm is

(
p−pm+ τ

n
τ ), and so its profit equals πe =

p−pm+ τ
n

τ (pm − c). It is easily derived that πe ≥ πn if

and only if

(pm − c)(2c+ 2 τn − β − p) ≥ 0.

The restriction p < 2β − pm − τ
n together with τ > n (β − c) implies that the first term is

positive. Moreover, τ > n (β− c) implies that the second term is positive at p = 2β−pm− τ
n ,

and so it is also positive for all lower values of p. Thus, the profit of the experimenting

18p < 2β − pm − τ
n

and τ > n (β − c) together imply p < β − τ
2n

. Hence, when two neighbouring firm price
at p < β − τ

2n
, each firm receives a demand equal to 1

2n
from the consumers situated in between them.
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firm is higher than that of its neighbours. Combined with the earlier observation that the

experimenting firm is at least as profitable as the other non-experimenting firms (that are not

the closest neighbours of the experimenting firm), we conclude that the experimenting firm

belongs to the set of most profitable firms. Imitation of the experimenting firm leads to the

state where all firms set their price at pm.

Part (ii). This follows directly from Remark 2. �

Statement (b): τ ∈ ( 6
7 n (β − c), n (β − c) ].

First, in Part (i), we show that it takes a single experimentation to reach the state where all

firms set their price at pn = β − τ
2n . Next, in Part (ii), we show that it requires more than a

single experimentation to transit out of that state.

Part (i). Because of Remark 1, we only need to consider the transition to the Nash equilib-

rium state from other monomorphic states where the price is lower than the Nash equilibrium

price. At all such monomorphic states (with p < pn), the firms compete for the marginal

consumer, and face identical demand of 1
n . Suppose we are in such a state. When a firm

experiments with the price pn, it faces a demand of
p−pn+ τ

n
τ . The demand of the firms that

are not the closest neighbours of the experimenting firm does not change, and they continue

to receive the same profit as before the experimentation. Because the Nash equilibrium price

is a weak-better response from any other monomorphic state, these non-experimenting firms

are not more profitable than the experimenting firm. So, we only need to compare profits of

the experimenting firm with that of its closest neighbour. The demand of this closest neigh-

bouring firm has two components: one coming from the population lying in the direction

of the experimenting firm (equal to
pn−p+ τ

n
2τ ), and one coming from the population lying in

the direction of the non-experimenting neighbouring firm (equal to 1
2n). So, the profit of the

neighbouring firm equals πn = (
pn−p+ τ

n
2τ + 1

2n)(p − c), while that of the experimenting firm

equals πe =
p−pn+ τ

n
τ (pn − c). It is easily derived that πe ≥ πn if and only if

(pn − p)(3c+ 3 τn − 2β − p) ≥ 0.

The first term is positive by assumption. The condition τ > 6
7 n (β − c) implies that the

second term is positive at p = pn. As this term is decreasing in p, it is positive for all p < pn.

It follows that the profit of the experimenting firm exceeds that of closest neighbouring firms,

and that the experimenting firm is the most profitable firm in the market, due to which it is

imitated by all other firms.

Part (ii). This follows directly from Remark 2. �
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Statement (c): τ ∈ [ 2
3 n (β − c), 67n (β − c) ].

In Part (i), we will show that it takes a single experimentation to reach Ω1, the absorbing set

described by the monomorphic states where the price p is in the interval [c + 2τ
3n , p

n], where

pn = β − τ
2n . Part (ii) shows it takes more than one experimentation to move out of any

state in Ω1. This establishes that the stochastically stable set is contained in Ω1. The fact

that all monomorphic states in Ω1 are stochastically stable is demonstrated in Part (iii), by

showing that it is possible to move between any two monomorphic states in this set with two

experimentations.

Part (i). First, suppose we are in an absorbing state where each firm chooses the price

p > pn. Then, an experimentation by a firm with pn leads to this firm obtaining the highest

profit, and imitation leads immediately into the set Ω1 (recall Remark 1). So now, suppose we

are in an absorbing state where each firm chooses the price p < c+ 2τ
3n . Let a firm experiment

with p′ = c+ 2τ
3n , due to which its profit equals πe = (p′−c)(p−p

′+ τ
n

τ ). Importantly, the closest

neighbouring firms of the experimenting firm (one on each side of the experimenting firm)

are most profitable amongst the non-experimenting firms as the former attracts additional

consumers (due to the higher price of the experimenting firm) and so, sell larger quantities at

the same price (in comparison to the other non-experimenting firms). Hence, we only need to

compare the profit of the experimenting firm with the profit of its closest neighbours to verify

the success of the experimentation. The profit of such a firm is πn = (p− c)(p
′−p+ τ

n
2τ + 1

2n). It

is easily derived that πe ≥ πn if and only if (p− c− 2τ
3n)2 ≥ 0. As this inequality is satisfied

by supposition, imitation of price c+ 2τ
3n leads into Ω1.

19

Part (ii). First, suppose we are in an absorbing state where all firm choose the same price

p ∈ [c+ 2τ
3n , p

n].

Step 1. Let a firm experiment with p′ > pn. Then, two possible situations can arise: one

where the experimenting firm does not compete for the marginal consumer with its closest

neighbouring firm (here p′ > 2β − p − τ
n), and one where it does (here p′ ≤ 2β − p − τ

n). In

both cases, as the experimentation is with a higher price, the closest neighbour firms of the

experimenting firm are the most profitable amongst non-experimenting firms. The difference

in profit between the experimenting firm and its closest neighbour in case they compete for

the marginal consumer equals

(p′ − c)(p−p
′+ τ

n
τ )− (p− c)(p

′−p+ τ
n

2τ + 1
2n) = 1

2τ (p− p′)(2p′ + p− 3c− 2 τn).

The first term (p − p′) is negative by assumption. The second term is positive under the

assumptions on τ and given p ≥ c + 2τ
3n , p ≤ β − τ

2n and p′ > p.20 Thus, the experimenting

19Remark: Replace pn by pc, and this part is applicable verbatim for the proof of Statements (d) and (e).
20Remark: This part of the proof also shows that it is not possible to transit from one monomorphic state

in Ω1 with price p to another state in Ω1 with a higher price p′ > p. Given the restriction on τ , when all
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firm is not amongst the most profitable firms when it chooses a price that is higher than pn

while still competing for the marginal consumers with its neighbours.

On the other hand, when the experimenting firm does not compete for the marginal

consumer with its closest neighbours, the difference in profit between the experimenting firm

and its neighbour equals

(p′ − c)2 β−p′
τ − (p− c)(β−pτ + 1

2n).

This expression is negative when p′ = 2β−p− τ
n , and hence, also negative for all p′ > 2β−p− τ

n .

Thus, experimenting with p′ > pn is not successful.

Step 2. Suppose a firm experiments with p′ < c + 2τ
3n , implying that all firms compete for

the marginal consumer. The demand faced by the experimenting firm equals
p−p′+ τ

n
τ . The

restriction τ ≥ 2
3 n (β − c) implies that an experimenting firm never attracts consumers from

a firm that is not closest to it, even when experimenting with marginal cost pricing. As the

non-experimenting firms that are not closest to the experimenting firm are not affected, they

continue to receive profit (p − c) 1
n . The closet neighbouring firms of the experimenting firm

receive a lower profit as consumers get stolen due to the lower price experimentation. The

difference in profit between the experimenting firm over its non-neighbouring firms equals

(p′ − c)(p−p
′+ τ

n
τ )− (p− c)( 1

n) = (p′ − p)(c+ τ
n − p

′).

The first term in this last expression is negative by assumption. The second term is always

positive because p′ < c+ 2τ
3n . So, an experimentation with p′ < c+ 2τ

3n will not induce further

imitation of this price.21

Part (iii). We have seen that the transition from one monomorphic state in Ω1 to another

state in Ω1 is not possible with one experimentation (recall Footnotes 20 and 21 in Part (ii)).

Now we show that it is possible with two experimentations.

First, the transition from one monomorphic state in Ω1 to another with a higher price.

Suppose that two neighbouring firms experiment with p′ > p when all other firms choose

p, with both p and p′ being in the support of Ω1. As p′ and p are both less than or equal

to β − τ
2n , all neigbouring firms always compete for a marginal consumer. Further, when

p′ > p, the most profitable non-experimenting firm is the closest neighbouring firm of the

experimenting firm – the experimentation with a higher price results in the latter facing a

higher demand than the other non-experimenting firms. The difference in profit between an

firms choose price p in support of Omega1 and a firm experiments with a higher price p′ in support of Ω1, the
experimenting firm will always compete for the marginal consumer with its direct neighbours. Then, for the
same reason as above, the experimenting firm is not the most profitable firm.

21Remark: Two comments are in order here. Firstly, this part applies directly to Statements (d) and (e).
Secondly, the proof also makes the point that it is not possible to transit from one state in Ω1 with price p to
another state in Ω1 with price p′ < p for the exact same reason.
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experimenting firm over the most successful non-experimenting firm equals

(p′ − c)( 1
2n +

p−p′+ τ
n

2τ )− (p− c)( 1
2n +

p′−p+ τ
n

2τ ) = 1
2τ (p− p′)(p′ + p− 2c− 2 τn)

The first term (p− p′) is negative by assumption. The second term is negative since p and p′

are both at most β − τ
2n , and β − τ

2n in turn is at most equal to c+ τ
n (due to τ > 2

3n(β − c).
Hence, the experimenting firms are most profitable and their experimentation is imitated,

showing the transition from one monomorphic state in Ω1 to another with a higher price with

two experimentations. 22

For the transition to a monomorphic state in Ω1 with lower price, we focus on the transition

from the state where all firms price according to pn to the state where all firms price according

to c + 2τ
3n (so, a transition from the highest price in Ω1 to the lowest price in Ω1). Let two

neighbouring firms experiment with p′ = c + 2τ
3n and p′′ = 2β − p′ − τ

n , and let us call the

former the primary experimenting firm and the latter the secondary experimenting firm. The

condition p′′ = 2β − p′ − τ
n implies p′′ > 2β − pn − τ

n . So, the secondary experimenting firm

does not compete with the neighbouring non-experimenting firm for the marginal consumer.

Furthermore, substituting pn = β − τ
2n in p′′ > 2β − pn − τ

n implies p′′ > pn; thus we have

a situation where the primary (secondary) experimenting firm experiments with a price that

is lower (higher) than the Nash equilibrium price. By Remark 5, we only need to compare

the profit of the primary experimenting firm to the most successful non-experimenting firm

(which is the closest neighbour of the secondary experimenting firm). The difference between

these two profits equals

(p′ − c)(2β−p
′− τ

n
−p′+ τ

n
2τ +

p−p′+ τ
n

2τ )− (p− c)(β−pτ + 1
2n) = 0.

As the primary experimenting firm is also most profitable, it is imitated by other firms (with

positive probability), leading to the state where all firms price according to c+ 2τ
3n .

This shows that it is possible to transit from one monomorphic state in Ω1 to another

state in Ω1 with two experimentations. Hence, all states in Ω1 have the same resistance of

transition from other states, and all states in Ω1 belong to the stochastically stable set. �

Statement (d): τ ∈ (12 n (β − c), 23 n (β − c)).

First, we note that it takes a single-firm experimentation to move into the absorbing set

Ω2, defined by the monomorphic states where firms set the same price p ∈ [c + 2τ
3n , p

c] with

pc = c+ τ
n – from any other absorbing state (recall Footnote 19). In Part (ii), we show that

it requires more than a single-firm experimentation to transit out of Ω2; so, the stochastically

stable set is contained in Ω2. In Part (iii), we show that it is not possible to transit from one

22This part shows the transition to any monomorphic state with a higher price, as long as the higher price
is less than c+ τ

n
. This fact will be used in the proof of Statements (d) and (e) to establish a similar claim.
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state in Ω2 to another with one experimentation. In Part (iv), we show that the transition

from one state in Ω2 to another with a higher price is possible with two experimentations. In

Part (v), we show that it is not possible to transit from a state in Ω2 to another state in Ω2

with a price lower than
2β+c− τ

n
3 with two experimentations. This proves that all states in Ω2

with prices in the interval [
2β+c− τ

n
3 , pc] belong to the stochastically stable set.23

Part (ii). First, suppose we are in an absorbing state where all firm choose the same price

p ∈ [c+ 2τ
3n , p

c] with pc = c+ τ
n .

Step 1. Assume that a firm experiments with price p′ > pc that results in competition for the

marginal consumers with its neighbours.24 As p′ > pc, the closest neighbouring firms of the

experimenting firm are the most profitable non-experimenting firms. The difference in profit

between the experimenting firm and the most profitable non-experimenting firm equals

(p′ − c)(p−p
′+ τ

n
τ )− (p− c)(p

′−p+ τ
n

2τ + 1
2n) = 1

2τ (p− p′)(2p′ + p− 3c− 2 τn).

The first term in the latter expression is negative by assumption. The second term is always

positive, as it attains its lowest value when p = c+ 2τ
3n and p′ = pc = c+ τ

n , where it is equal to
τ
6n > 0, and so is also positive for all other feasible values of p, p′. Thus, the experimentation

is not successful.25

Step 2. We now focus on the situation where the experimentation p′ > pc leads to the

experimenting firm obtaining a locally segregated market.26 The difference in profit between

the experimenting firm and its closest neighbouring firm equals

(p′ − c)2β−p
′

τ − (p− c)( 1
2n + β−p

τ ).

Subject to the constraint p′ ≥ 2β − p − τ
n , the profit difference is largest at p′ = 2β − p − τ

n

when the profit difference equals

− 1
τ (p− β + τ

2n)(3c+ p+ 4 τn − 4β).

23Remark: Parts (ii)–(v) are valid for τ < 2
3
n (β − c), and thus, directly relevant for the proof of State-

ment (e) as well.
24An experimentation with p′ < p is not successful – recall Footnote 21 – and so we do not consider this

here.
25Remark: While this part of the proof explicitly considers the possibility of transition from a state in Ω2

to a state outside it with a higher price, it can also be used to see that it is not possible to transit from a state
in Ω2 where firms choose the price p ∈ [c+ 2τ

3n
, pc] to another state in Ω2 where all firms choose p′ ∈ [c+ 2τ

3n
, pc]

with p′ > p. That is, if in the initial state, all firms choose p in support of Ω2 and now a firm experiments
with p′ in support of Ω2, then all firms compete for the marginal consumer – this is because the highest price
in Ω2 is lower than β− τ

2n
. So, the expressions derived in the main text can be used for the profit comparison.

Then, it can be seen that (p− p′) is negative by assumption as before; (2p′+ p− 3c− 2 τ
n

) is positive as before,
where the latter holds because (2p′ + p − 3c − 2 τ

n
) attains a value of zero when p = p′ = c + 2τ

3n
, and so it is

positive for all p and p′ in [c+ 2τ
3n
, pc] with p < p′.

26A necessary condition for this is β − p− τ
n
< 0 as otherwise the consumer situated at the location of the

closest neighbouring firm would receive positive utility from the experimenting firm, precluding the possibility
of segregated markets. Given the upper bound on τ , this necessary condition is least strict when p = c + τ

n
;

in this case, β − p− τ
n
< 0 gives τ > 1

2
n (β − c) – for lower values of prices in Ω2, the constraint on τ is even

more strict (given the upper bound on it). In addition, p′ has to satisfy p′ ≥ 2β − pc − τ
n

= 2β − c− 2τ
n

.
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The restrictions τ < 2
3n(β − c) and p ∈ [c + 2τ

3n , c + τ
n ] imply p < pn = β − τ

2n . From these

conditions it is easily derived that the first term as well as the second term are negative. So,

single firm experimentations are not successful.

Part (iii). Here, we establish that it is not possible to transit from a state in Ω2 to another

state in Ω2 with one experimentation. When all firms price at p ∈ [c + 2τ
3n , p

c] and a firm

experiments with p′ ∈ [c + 2τ
3n , p

c], all firms compete for the marginal consumer. We have

commented in Footnotes 19, 20 and 25 that experimentations both with p′ < p and with

p′ > p are not successful. Thus, a single firm experimentation does not cause a transition

from any state in Ω2 to another state in Ω2.

Part (iv). Follows directly from part(iii) in statement (c) (recall Footnote 22).

Part (v). Two types of transitions are possible when two firms experiment from the state

where all firms choose pc. First, in (1), we consider transitions via higher prices. We show

that while it is possible to transit to monomorphic states with a price in the interval (pc, 2β+c3 ],

it is not possible to transit from any of these states to another monomorphic state where the

price is either higher than 2β+c
3 or lower than pc. That is, the transition to any other state

with price either strictly higher than 2β+c
3 or strictly lower than pc from monomorphic states

where the price is in the interval (pc, 2β+c3 ] requires at least two experimentations, while such

a transition to the state where all firms choose pc has been shown to be possible with one

experimentation.

Second, in (2), we consider transitions via lower prices. We show that while it is possible to

transit to monomorphic states with a price in the interval [
2β+c− τ

n
3 , pc), where

2β+c− τ
n

3 > c+ 2τ
3n

(under the current restriction on τ), again, from any of these states, it is not possible to transit

to monomorphic states where the price is in the interval [c+ 2τ
3n ,

2β+c− τ
n

3 ) whereas it is possible

to transit to states with price in [
2β+c− τ

n
3 , pc] with two experimentations.

On the assumption that no other type of transition is possible when two firms experiment

from the state where all firms choose pc, (1) and (2) enable the conclusion that the monomor-

phic states with price in the interval [c+ 2τ
3n ,

2β+c− τ
n

3 ) need more experimentations to transit

into relative to monomorphic states in [
2β+c− τ

n
3 , pc]. Finally, in (3), we show that no other

type of transition is possible when two firms experiment from the state where all firms choose

pc. This establishes that the stochastically stable set is described by monomorphic states

where firms price choose a price in the interval [
2β+c− τ

n
3 , pc].

(1) Suppose two neighbouring firms experiment with p′ and p′′ = 2β − p′ − τ
n , such that

both these prices are higher than pc. Let the firm with price p′ (p′′) be called the primary

(secondary) experimenter. Also, let p′ < p′′ so that the non-experimenting neighbour of

the secondary experimenting firm is the most profitable non-experimenting firm. Further,

because p′′ = 2β − p′ − τ
n and pc < p′, we have p′′ < 2β − pc − τ

n , implying that the sec-

ondary experimenting firm and its non-experimenting neighbour compete for the marginal
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consumer. Due to reasons stated earlier, the secondary experimenter can never be more prof-

itable than the most profitable non-experimenting firm. The difference in profit between the

primary experimenter over the non-experimenting neighbour of the secondary experimenting

firm equals

(p′ − c)(p
c−p′+ τ

n
2τ + β−p′

τ )− (pc − c)( 1
2n +

p′′−pc+ τ
n

2τ ) = 1
2τ (p′ − pc)(2β + c− 3p′).

It follows that the primary experimenting firm is at least as profitable as any other firm when

p′ ∈ (pc, 2β+c3 ].27

Since p′ ≤ 2β+c
3 < β − τ

2n due to the restriction on transportation cost, all firms compete

for the marginal consumer and serve a market of size 1
n each in the state where all firms p′.

We will now show that a single firm experimentation is not successful in making it possible

to transit from this state to a monomorphic state where the price is lower than pc or higher

than 2β+c
3 . There are three types of single firm experimentations possible and we consider

them one by one.

Firstly, suppose that a firm experiments with p′′′ such that p′′′ < pc < p′. As all firms still

compete for the marginal consumer, the difference in profit between the experimenting firm

and the most profitable non-experimenting firm equals

(p′′′ − c)(p
′−p′′′+ τ

n
τ )− (p′ − c)( 1

n) = 1
τ (p′′′ − p′)(c+ τ

n − p
′′′) < 0.

Hence, the experimenting firm is not the most profitable.

Secondly, suppose the experimentation is with a price p′′′ > 2β+c
3 , but such that it com-

petes for the marginal consumer. Then, the difference in profit between the experimenting

firm and the most profitable non-experimenting firm equals

(p′′′ − c)(p
′−p′′′+ τ

n
τ )− (p′ − c)(p

′′′−p′+ τ
n

τ ) = 1
τ (p′ − p′′′)(p′ + p′′′ − τ

n − 2c) < 0.

Here as well, the experimenting firm is not the most profitable.

Finally, suppose the experimentation is with a price p′′′ > 2β+c
3 , but such that it does

not compete for the marginal consumer. This happens when p′′′ ≥ 2β − p′ − τ
n , and it can

be verified that under the current setting, this implies p′′′ > β − τ
2n . Then, the difference in

profit between the experimenting firm and the most profitable non-experimenting firm equals

(p′′′ − c)(2β−p
′′′

τ )− (p′ − c)( 1
2n + β−p′

τ ).

27Remark: This is applicable only when the secondary experimenting firm itself faces positive demand, and
yet gives the primary experimenter a segregated market – for this to happen, it must be that β − pc − τ

n
< 0,

or τ ≥ 1
2
n(β − c). If, on the contrary, β − pc − τ

n
> 0 were to hold, the consumer located at the primary

experimenting firm would obtain a positive utility on purchasing from the secondary experimenting firm,
precluding the possibility of a segregated market between the two experimenting firms. Consequently, the type
of experimentation referred to in the text is not possible if τ < 1

2
n(β − c).
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The experimenting firm’s profit (p′′′ − c)(2β−p
′′′

τ ) is decreasing in p′′′ whenever p′′′ > β+c
2 . As

β − τ
2n >

β+c
2 and p′′′ > β − τ

2n , the experimenting firm’s profit is decreasing in p′′′. So, the

above expression attains its maximum when p′′′ = 2β − p′ − τ
n , where it equals

2
τ (β − c− τ

n)(2p′ + τ
n − 2β).

The restrictions τ < 2
3n(β − c) and p′ ∈ (c + τ

n ,
2β+c
3 ] imply p′ < β − τ

2n . From these condi-

tions it is easily derived that the first term as well as the second term are negative, and so,

the experimenting firm is not the most profitable. So, a single firm experimentation is not

successful in making it possible to transit from monomorphic states where the price lies in

the interval (c + τ
n ,

2β+c
3 ] to a monomorphic state where the price is lower than pc or higher

than 2β+c
3 .

(2) Suppose the primary experimenting firm experiments with price p′ while the secondary

experimenting firm experiments with a price p′′ such that the latter faces zero demand. This

makes the non-experimenting neighbour of the secondary experimenting firm the most prof-

itable amongst the non-experimenting firms. Under this situation, there are two cases: one

where the primary experimenting firm competes with the non-experimenting neighbour of the

secondary experimenting firm, and one where it does not. We will later show that if they com-

pete for the marginal consumer under this type of experimentation, then the experimentation

is not successful. First, we focus on the case where they do not compete. The difference in

profit between the experimenting firm and the most profitable non-experimenting firm equals

(p′ − c)(p
c−p′+ τ

n
2τ + β−p′

τ )− (pc − c)( 1
2n + β−pc

τ ) = 1
2τ (p′ − pc)(2β + c− τ

n − 3p′).

Suppose (p′ − pc) > 0. Then because (2β + c − τ
n − 3p′) < 0 for p′ = pc, and because it is

decreasing in p′, it is negative for all p′ > pc. Hence, the experimenting firm is not successful.

Now suppose that (p′−pc) < 0. Then, the primary experimenting firm is at least as profitable

as any other firm if p′ ≥ 2β+c− τ
n

3 . It can be verified that
2β+c− τ

n
3 ≤ c+ τ

n when τ ≥ 1
2 n (β−c),

and
2β+c− τ

n
3 ≥ c+ 2τ

3n when τ ≥ 2
3 n (β−c), and that

2β+c− τ
n

3 is decreasing in the transportation

cost. This results in all firms imitating the price p′ ∈ [
2β+c− τ

n
3 , pc).

We will now show that it is not possible to transit from such a state to a monomorphic

state with price in the interval [c + 2τ
3n ,

2β+c− τ
n

3 ) when two firms experiment.28 As argued in

Remark 3, we assume the experimenters to be neighbouring firms. Let the price in the initial

state be p ∈ [
2β+c− τ

n
3 , pc], and let two neighbouring firms experiment with p′ (the primary

28It has already been shown in (iii) and (iv) above that it is not possible to exit such states with a single
firm experimentation, and that it is possible to transit from such states to the state with Nash equilibrium
price with two experimentations.
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experimenting firm) and p′′ (the secondary experimenting firm), with p′′ ≥ p′.29,30

Step 1. Let p′ and p′′ be at most equal to p, i.e. both the experimenting firms experiment with

a lower price. Then, using similar reasoning used to argue for Remark 4, we conclude that

there exists a non-experimenting firm that is more profitable than both the non-experimenting

firms.

Step 2. Let us now assume p′′ > p and p′′ > p′. Then, the non-experimenting neighbour of the

secondary experimenting firm is the most profitable non-experimenting firm: p′′ > p allows

the former to attract more consumers than other non-experimenting firms. The difference

in profit between the primary experimenting firm and the most profitable non-experimenting

firm equals

(p′ − c)(p−p
′+ τ

n
2τ +

p′′−p′+ τ
n

2τ )− (p− c)( 1
2n +

p′′−p+ τ
n

2τ ).

The derivative of this expression with respect to p′′ is (p′ − p).
First, suppose p′ < p, so that the relative profit is decreasing in p′′. When p′′ = p

(i.e. the situation is equivalent to a single firm experimentation), we know that the primary

experimenting firm is not the most profitable. So, the expression is negative for all p′′ > p.

Second, when p′ > p, the expression is increasing in p′′. So, the relative profit of the

primary experimenter is maximised when p′′ takes the highest feasible value such that the

profit function is still valid. This corresponds to the secondary experimenting firm choosing

a price of β, at which it receives zero demand, and we analyse such cases in the next step.31

Step 3. Let p′′ > p be such that the secondary experimenting firm does not face any demand.

Then there are two situations, depending on whether there is competition for the marginal

consumer between the primary experimenting firm and the most profitable non-experimenting

firm (identified earlier as the neighbour of the secondary experimenting firm).

First, suppose they compete for the marginal consumer and this happens when p′ ≤
2β − p − 2 τn . Then the difference in profit between the primary experimenting firm and the

most profitable non-experimenting firm equals

(p′ − c)(p−p
′+ 2τ

n
2τ +

p−p′+ τ
n

2τ )− (p− c)( 1
2n +

p′−p+ 2τ
n

2τ ) = 1
2τ (p− p′)(2p′ + p− 3 τn − 3c).

If (p− p′) > 0, then (2p′ + p− 3 τn − 3c) < 0 as p ≤ c+ τ
n , leading to the experimenting firm

not being the most profitable. Suppose, on the other hand, that (p− p′) < 0. The condition

29Note that we include pc in the set of prices of the initial monomorphic states, and so the transition
impossibilities that follow are relevant for the monomorphic state with price pc as well, a fact that we will use
in (3) and Statement (e) to follow.

30Also note that Step 1 and Step 2 to follow is directly applicable not only for p ∈ [
2β+c− τ

n
3

, pc] but also for

p ∈ [
2β+c− τ

n
3

, 2β+c
3

]. We will make use of this in the proof of Proposition 5.
31By Footnote 27, the secondary experimenting firm cannot experiment with a price such that it obtains

positive demand while giving the primary experimenting firm a segregated market when τ < 1
2
n (β − c). So,

if the primary experimenter does not compete with the secondary experimenting firm, it must imply that the
secondary experimenter faces zero demand.
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p′ ≤ 2β − p− 2 τn has to be fulfilled at the same time. It can then be seen that if p ≥ β − τ
n ,

then (p − p′) < 0 and p′ ≤ 2β − p − 2 τn cannot hold together; further, the price
2β+c− τ

n
3 is

greater than β − τ
n whenever τ > 1

2 n (β − c). This implies that all prices in the interval

[
2β+c− τ

n
3 , pc] are greater than β− τ

n , implying that the required conditions cannot be satisfied

simultaneously. So, this type of experimentation is not successful.32

Second, suppose the primary experimenting firm and the most profitable non-experimenting

firm do not compete for the marginal consumer, which happens when p′ > 2β − p− 2 τn . The

difference in profit between the experimenting firm and the most profitable non-experimenting

firm equals

(p′ − c)(p−p
′+ τ

n
2τ + β−p′

τ )− (p− c)( 1
2n + β−p

τ ) = 1
2τ (p′ − p)(2β + 3c+ τ

n − 3p′ − 2p).

First, if (p′ − p) < 0, the relative profit expression will be positive if
2β+3c+ τ

n
−2p

3 ≤ p′. Since

p ∈ [
2β+c− τ

n
3 , pc], the lowest value of p′ such that the relative profit is positive is

2β+3c+ τ
n
−2p

3

with p = pc = c + τ
n , where it equals

2β+c− τ
n

3 . As
2β+3c+ τ

n
−2p

3 is decreasing in p, the lowest

experimenting price such that the experimentation is successful must be greater than
2β+c− τ

n
3

for other (lower) prices p in [
2β+c− τ

n
3 , pc]. Thus, this experimentation does not cause an exit

from the monomorphic states where price lies in [
2β+c− τ

n
3 , pc].

On the other hand, suppose (p′ − p) > 0. The above expression will be positive if
2β+3c+ τ

n
−2p

3 ≥ p′. Now as p ∈ [
2β+c− τ

n
3 , pc], the highest possible p′ such that the experi-

mentation is successful is
2β+3c+ τ

n
−2p

3 with p =
2β+c− τ

n
3 – for other (higher) values of p, the

highest possible p′ such that the experimentation is successful is lower. It can now be checked

that p′ =
2β+3c+ τ

n
−2p

3 with p =
2β+c− τ

n
3 is lower than 2β+c

3 whenever τ < 5
4 n (β− c) (and thus

in this case as well). So, a successful experimentation will at most lead to monomorphic states

with price in the interval (pc, 2β+c3 ].33 We have shown that from this resulting monomorphic

state, it is not possible to transit to monomorphic states with price [c + 2τ
3n ,

2β+c− τ
n

3 ) with a

single experimentation. This shows that states in Ω2 with price in [c+ 2τ
3n ,

2β+c− τ
n

3 ) need more

experimentations to transit into them, and so these are not supported in the stochastically

stable set.

(3) Finally, note (by recalling Footnote 29) that the preceding part has shown that from the

state where all firms choose the price pc there is no other type of two-firm experimentation

that is successful apart from the two types described above.

This proves that only monomorphic states with price in the interval [
2β+c− τ

n
3 , pc) are

supported in the long-run. �

32Note that this also shows that it is not possible to transit to a state with a higher price if the price in the
initial state is in the interval [pc, 2β+c

3
]. We will make use of this in the proof of Proposition 5.

33Note that this also shows that it is not possible to transit to a state with a price higher than 2β+c
3

if the

price in the initial state is in the interval [pc, 2β+c
3

]. We will make use of this in the proof of Proposition 5
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Statement (e): τ < 1
2 n (β − c).

In proving the previous statements we have shown that:

(i) the stochastically stable states are contained in set Ω2 (defined in Statement (d)) as

transitions into Ω2 requires one experimentation while a transit out of Ω2 needs two experi-

mentations (Footnote 19),

(ii) it is not possible to transit from a state in Ω2 to another state in Ω2 with one experimen-

tation (Footnotes 23 and 25),

(iii) the transition from a state Ω2 to another state in Ω2 with a higher price is possible with

two experimentations, implying in combination with (i) that the transition to the state where

all firms price at pc = c+ τ
n needs at most two experimentations (Footnote 22), and

(iv) it is not possible to transit from the state where firms price at pc = c+ τ
n to other states

with two experimentations.34

These properties together establish that the state where all firms price at pc = c + τ
n is

the unique stochastically stable state. �

Proof of Lemma 1

We will show that the absorbing set is contained purely of monomorphic states. Suppose

that we are in a state where all firms use a different price. After profits are realised, the

most profitable firm is imitated by its k closest neighbours on each side. Given the restriction

on the minimum number of other firms each firm observes, there are at most four different

prices in the firm population after the first round of imitation. To see this, we assume that

observability is at its lowest, i.e. k = max{2, n−44 }. Then, the most profitable firm, which

prices at, say p1, is imitated by at at least n
2 − 2 other firms.35 Thus p1 is used (after the

first round of imitation) by n
2 − 1 firms. The most profitable of the remaining firms, which

prices at, say p2, is imitated by at least n−4
4 other firms. So, p2 is used by n

4 firms in all. Out

of the firms that remain after this, the most profitable one, with price of, say p3, is similarly

imitated by n−4
4 other firms. So, p3 is used by n

4 firms in all. Adding the number of firms,

n − 1 firms use at most three prices. Let the remaining firm have a different price p4. It

follows, after the first round of imitation, at most four different prices are in use.36

Let Pi be the set of firms using price pi, and let Bi,j be the set of firms that have the

closest neighbour on either side using pi and pj . Further, there is only one block of contiguous

34In part (v) of Statement (d), a transition from the state where all firms choose pc to monomorphic states

with price in [
2β+c− τ

n
3

, pc) was possible when two firms experiment. But now, under the restriction on τ ,
2β+c− τ

n
3

> pc, so that the said transition is no longer possible when at most two firms experiment. Further,
by Footnote 27, the transition to monomorphic states with higher prices is not possible either.

35For simplify, we assume n−4
4
≥ 2, i.e. k = n−4

4
.

36Obviously, the number of different prices in use after the first round of imitation is non-increasing in k,
and the arguments have been made for the lowest possible value of k, the observability parameter.
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firms that choose the same price. Now, there are two possibilities:

(1) The firm with price p4 observes some other firm to be the most profitable in its observation

neighbourhood and imitates it. This results in at most the prices p1, p2 and p3 being used

in the population of firms. Now, assume (wlog) a firm with price p2 to be most profitable.

Firstly, if this firm is in P2 \ {B1,2 ∪ B2,3}, then p2 is imitated by 2(k − 1) firms, and since

the most profitable firm is in P2 \ {B1,2 ∪B2,3}, it continues to be the most profitable.37 By

iteration of the same reasoning, successive rounds of imitation lead to a monomorphic state

where all firms choose p2. Secondly, if the most profitable firm (with price p2 by assumption)

is in B1,2, it is imitated by k other firms with price p1.
38 In fact the firm in B1,2 continues

to be the most profitable as long as there is a firm with price p1. It follows that successive

rounds of imitation lead to a state where firms price at p2 or p3.
39 An iteration of the same

reasoning from this state results in either p2 or p3 being imitated, leading to a monomorphic

state.

(2) On the other hand, if the firm with price p4 is the most profitable firm, then the set of

firm using it expands. However, using the same reasoning, it can be reasoned that the set of

prices used by the firm population shrinks till a monomorphic state is realized. �

Proof of Proposition 5

Case I: τ > 6
7 n (β − c).

We first focus on transitions into the Nash equilibrium state. Under complete observability,

a single firm experimentation was sufficient to induce this transition. Because of Remark 8

and Remark 9, we only have to consider the transitions from states with a higher price

than the Nash equilibrium price (pnash), i.e. from states with a price that is higher than

β − τ
2n .40 However, when p > pnash, the firms do not compete for the marginal consumer,

and so this single firm experimentation is successful (recall Remark 10). So, even now, a

single experimentation suffices to transit into the Nash equilibrium, while by Remark 7, it

takes more than one single firm experimentation. Thus, the Nash equilibrium state is the

stochastically stable state. �

37In fact, all firms in P2 \ {B1,2 ∪B2,3} have the same profit and so all these firms belong to the set of most
profitable firms.

38If the most profitable firm is in B2,3, then the logic is similar and so we do not argue for it explicitly.
39If a firm with price p2 is more profitable than the firms with price p3, then firms with price p3 also imitate

p2 leading to a monomorphic state with price p2.
40When τ > n (β − c), then the Nash equilibrium price, which is also the monopoly price is higher than

β − τ
2n

. For τ ∈ [ 6
7
n (β − c), n (β − c)], the Nash equilibrium price is β − τ

2n
.
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Case II: τ ∈ [23 n (β − c), 67 n (β − c)).

Here, the Nash equilibrium price pnash equals β − τ
2n , and we will show that the Nash equi-

librium state is the stochastically stable state. In the complete observability case, we have

shown that from a monomorphic state where the price is higher than the Nash equilibrium

price, a single firm experimentation with the Nash equilibrium price brings about a transi-

tion to the Nash equilibrium state. By Remark 9 and Remark 10, this continues to hold.

On the other hand, we have shown in the complete observability case that if in the initial

monomorphic state the price is lower than c + 2τ
3n , and a firm experiments with the price

c + 2τ
3n , it is most profitable. By Remark 8, this continues to hold. Thus, it is possible to

transit into monomorphic states with price in [c+ 2τ
3n , pnash] with one experimentation, even

under incomplete observability. Further, the complete observability case has shown that it is

not possible to exit monomorphic states where the price lies in [c + 2τ
3n , pnash] with a single

experimentation, and by Remark 7, this is true even with incomplete observability. This

establishes that for states in the stochastically stable set, the price lies within [c+ 2τ
3n , pnash].

In addition, we know from the proof of the complete observability proposition that if the

initial monomorphic state has a price which lies in the interval [c + 2τ
3n , pnash], and if two

neighbouring firms experiment with a higher price in this interval, then the experimenting

firms are the most profitable firms, due to which the higher price in the interval is adopted

by imitation by all other firms. By Remark 11, this holds under incomplete observability. So,

it takes two experimentations to transit into the Nash equilibrium state.

We now examine transitions from the Nash equilibrium state. It has been shown that a

single experimentation is unsuccessful under complete observability, and by Remark 7, it is

also unsuccessful under incomplete observability. So, we look into the possibility of exiting the

Nash equilibrium state with two experimentations. We argue, as in the complete observability

case, that if it is not possible to exit this state with one experimentation, it is not possible to

exit it with two non-neighbouring firms experimenting. Hence, we focus on two neighbouring

firms experimenting.

First, assume that both the neighbouring firms experiment with the same price p′. If

p′ > pnash = β − τ
2n , then the profit of an experimenting firm is lower than that of a non-

experimenting firm that receives a profit of π(pnash, pnash, pnash). This is because the profit

function of the experimenting firm, which does not compete for the marginal consumer, is 2(p−
c)β−pτ , which is decreasing in p if p ≥ β− τ

2n . Under our incomplete observability setting, each

firm observes a firm obtaining a profit of π(pnash, pnash, pnash), and so the experimentation

is not imitated.41 On the other hand, if p′ < pnash = β − τ
2n , then the most profitable non-

41This also implies that a necessary condition for the two firm experimentation to be successful is that at
least one firm has to choose a price lower than pnash.
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experimenting firm receives π(pnash, pnash, pnash). It may then be seen that the relative profit

π(p′, p′, pnash)− π(pnash, pnash, pnash) equals

(p′ − c)( 1
2n +

p−p′+ τ
n

2τ )− (pnash − c) 1
n = 1

2τ (p′ − pnash)(c+ 2 τn − p
′) < 0.

The negative sign follows from the fact that p′−pnash < 0 (by assumption) and c+2 τn−p
′ < 0

is not compatible with p′ − pnash < 0 under the restriction on τ .42 Thus, experimentations

when both experimenting firms experiment with the same price are not successful.

Let us now consider two-firm experimentations where the experimenting firms choose

different prices. Suppose that such a two-firm experimentation is successful. As argued

earlier, the experimenting firm that is most profitable must experiment with a price lower

than pnash. After the first wave of imitation, a contiguous block of firms price at p′, and

the firm that obtains the profit π(p′, p′, p) is the most profitable amongst them (because

p′ < pnash). The remaining firms persist with pnash, and the most profitable amongst them

receives a profit π(pnash, pnash, pnash). We have shown π(p′, p′, pnash) < π(pnash, pnash, pnash);

further, all the firms that choose p and a subset of the firms that choose p′ observe at least

one firm obtaining π(p, p, p). This starts a chain of imitation of pnash till all firms choose it.

We have shown it is not possible to exit the Nash equilibrium state with two experi-

mentations but it is possible to enter it with two experimentations, proving that the Nash

equilibrium state is the stochastically stable state. �

Case III: τ ∈ [23 n (β − c), 12 n (β − c)].

By the reasoning used in Case II, it takes a single experimentation to transit from monomor-

phic states with price lower then c+ 2τ
3n to the monomorphic state with price c+ 2τ

3n . Under

complete observability, it is possible to transit from states with price in the interval [c+ 2τ
3n , p

c)

to the state where all firms choose pc when two firms experiment with pc. By Remark 11,

this is possible under incomplete observability as well. On the other hand, if the price in

the initial monomorphic state is higher than β − τ
2n and a firm experiments with β − τ

2n , it

is most profitable. Here, firms do not compete for the marginal consumer. Therefore, the

profit function is 2(p − c)β−pτ and it is decreasing in p if p ≥ β+c
2 (under our assumption

on transportation cost, β − τ
2n > β+c

2 ). So, not only is the price β − τ
2n imitated in the

first wave of imitation but by Remark 10, the price spreads to the entire population. Now,

from monomorphic states with price in (2β+c3 , β − τ
2n ], if two firms who are most distant ex-

periment with any price in [pc, 2β+c3 ], then the experimenting firms are the most profitable.

42It may be seen that these two conditions are incompatible not only under the current restriction on τ
but also when τ < 2

3
n (β − c) (where pnash = c + τ

n
). Further, we can replace pnash by any p ∈ (p′, c + 2τ

n
)

to say that if the initial state has price p, and two firms experiment with the same price p′ < p, then the
experimentation will not be successful.
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This is because π(p, p, p) > π(p, p′, p) (the non-experimenting firms receive one of these two

profits) and π(p′, p, p)−π(p, p, p) = 1
τ (p′−p)(c+ τ

n −p
′) > 0. With the first wave of imitation

the only firms that remain with price p (at most four firms dispersed in two blocks of two

firms each) obtain a profit of π(p, p′, p). It follows that π(p′, p, p) − π(p, p′, p) > 0, and the

remaining firms imitate p′.43 Thus, it takes at most two experimentations to transit to the

set of monomorphic states where the price lies in [pc, β − τ
2n ].

Next we will argue that it takes more than two experimentations to exit the set of

monomorphic states where the price lies in [pc, 2β+c3 ]. First, note that it has been shown

(in the proof of Proposition 3, statement (d), part (v), Step (1)) that a single experimenta-

tion is not successful under complete observability. By Remark 7, it is also unsuccessful under

incomplete observability. So, we consider two-firm experimentations, and as argued, we focus

on the two experimenting firms being neighbours. Suppose that when two neighbouring firms

experiment, the experimenting firm is the most profitable firm and has a price lower than

p ∈ [pc, 2β+c3 ].44 It is imitated in the first imitation wave. Then, by what we have shown

earlier (i.e. by Footnote 42, π(p′, p′, pnash) − π(pnash, pnash, pnash) < 0), the state reverts to

one where all firms choose the price p. On the other hand, we have shown in the complete

observability case that it is not possible for two firms to experiment into a state where the

price is higher than 2β+c
3 under complete observability (recall Footnotes 30, 32 and 33). By

the same reasoning as in Remark 7, it is not possible for a higher price p ∈ [pc, 2β+c3 ] to

spread over the entire population, even under our observability structure. This shows that

the stochastically stable set is contained in the set of monomorphic states where the price lies

in [pc, 2β+c3 ] (call this set Ω).

We will finally show that it is not possible to transit from one state in Ω to another state

in Ω with one experimentation but it is possible to do so with two experimentations. First,

when the price of the initial monomorphic state equals p ∈ [pc, 2β+c3 ] and a firm experiments

with p′ < p, then we will show π(p′, p′, p) < π(p, p, p), so that by Remark 10, a reversion to

the state with price p occurs.

π(p′, p, p′)− π(p, p, p) = (p′ − c)( 1
2n +

p−p′+ τ
n

2τ )− (p− c) 1
n = (p′ − p)(c+ 2 τn − p

′).

This expression is negative as (p′−p) < 0 (by assumption) and (c+ 2 τn −p
′) > 0 (as all prices

in p′ ∈ [pc, 2β+c3 ] and prices lower than that are less than c+ 2 τn).

On the other hand, suppose that the price in the initial monomorphic state equals p ∈
[pc, 2β+c3 ] and a firm experiments with p′ > p. We will show that this experimentation is

43This two firm experimentation also shows that it is possible to transit from one state where price is in
[pc, 2β+c

3
] to another state with a lower price in the same interval.

44By Remark 4, Remark 5 and Remark 6, the experimenting firm with the lower price is the more profitable
experimenting firm. Here, by assumption, it is also the most profitable firm.
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unsuccessful as π(p′, p, p) < π(p, p, p′), and so a transition to another state does not happen.

π(p′, p, p)−π(p, p, p′) = (p′− c)p−p
′+ τ

n
τ − (p− c)( 1

2n +
p′−p+ τ

n
2τ ) = (p−p′)(2p′+p−2 τn −3c).

This expression is negative as (p− p′) < 0 (by assumption) and (2p′ + p− 2 τn − 3c) > 0 since

p, p′ ≥ c+ τ
n . Thus, a single experimentation does not cause a transition from one state in Ω

to another state in Ω.

Finally, we will show that such transitions are possible with two experimentations. We

have already demonstrated the transition to states with a lower price (recall Footnotes 43).

Therefore, we focus on transitions to states with a higher price. In the complete observability

case, the only type of two-firm experimentation that results in a higher price being imitated

is where one firm experiments with p′ ∈ (pc, 2β+c3 ], and the neighbouring firm experiments

with a price that is high enough so as to give it zero demand. If the same experimentation

occurs with incomplete observability, then a subset of the firms imitate p′ ∈ (pc, 2β+c3 ]. These

firms receive either π(p′, p′, p) or π(p′, p′, p′), with π(p′, p′, p) ≤ π(p′, p′, p′). The other firms

receive π(p, p′, p) or π(p, p, p), with π(p, p′, p) ≥ π(p, p, p). It can then be seen that

π(p′, p′, p′)− π(p, p′, p) = (p′ − p)(c+ 2 τn − p) > 0.

By successive imitation, all firms imitate p′. So, it takes two experimentations to transit

between any two states in Ω. Hence, all states in Ω are supported in the long run. �

Case IV: τ < 1
2 n (β − c).

The Nash equilibrium price is c + τ
n , and we show that the Nash state is the stochastically

stable set. Using the same arguments in Case III above, it takes two experimentations to

enter the Nash equilibrium state. But, as it is not possible to exit the Nash equilibrium state

with two experimentations under complete observability, it is not possible to do so even under

incomplete observability. This proves that the Nash equilibrium state is the stochastically

stable state. �
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